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 - Release Notes Version 4.5.0.0 (2017-03-19) 4.5.0.0 This document is available in both PDF and HTML formats. Download
the free PDF viewer to view the file. Click the file to download it. Click the file to download it. Four new species have been

added to the zoo animals. You now have a choice in where to place the traits. These traits are sorted by the type of interaction
the trait has with the environment. 5 Animals: New animals. "Bee" and "Honey Bee" now have honey. "Bees" have a build size
of 1. "Ants" have a build size of 4. "Honey Bee" has a build size of 2. "Hummingbird" and "Fledgling" have a build size of 3.
"Pebble" has a build size of 3. "Birds" and "Ducklings" now have a "Food Capacity" and a "Gravity Lift". They now get food
faster, and have no food loss when they fly off. Birds can now be placed underwater. Birds now take damage if they get out of
the water. Ducklings, and all the birds can now eat a mushroom. The "Ducklings" can now be stored in the storage area if there
is no open bed. Added support for "Periodic" to the "Settings Options". This can be found in "Settings | Games | Age and time."

"Periodic" refers to updating your baby in the "wet" section with all the growing "Babies" from the "dry" section. You will
always have 1 "Baby" in the "wet" section. All "Babies" in the "wet" section will still be grown when you "Mammalify" the
"Baby". The "Baby" will also stay grown in the "wet" section until you choose to "Mammalify" the "Baby". "Baby" will only

"Mammalify" when you are not in the "wet" section. If you "Baby" into the "dry" section, you will not "Mammalify" it. It will
stay in the "dry" section until you are back in the "wet" section. "Egg" now has a "Contents". This tells you what kind of egg it

is. So, an "Egg" would have "Candy" in it, " 82157476af
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